   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff
   Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
   Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS / Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
   Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff
   Journal Name: Osaka Journal of Mathematics / Publisher: Osaka University
   Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS / Impact Factor = 0.482 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q3
   Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 23 / SNIP: 0.938 / SJR: 0.694 / Category: Mathematics (miscellaneous)
   Notes: Gold OA, Present Address

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff
   Journal Name: Computational Methods and Function Theory / Publisher: Springer
   Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS / Impact Factor = 0.455 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
   Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 6 / SNIP: 0.852 / SJR: 0.540 / Category: Applied Mathematics
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff
   Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
   Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS / Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
   Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
   Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS / Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
   Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
   Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS / Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
   Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
   Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS / Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
   Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, M.Sc. Student
   Journal Name: Southeast Asian Journal of Sciences / Publisher: Southeast Asian Journal of Sciences
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Adjunct Researcher
   Journal Name: Finite Fields and Their Applications / Publisher: Elsevier
   Notes: Top 10% (SJR)

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Communications in Statistics-Simulation and Computation / Publisher: Taylor & Francis
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Journal of Biometrics & Biostatistics / Publisher: OMICS International
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Biochemistry / Center for Excellence in Protein and Enzyme Technology / Centex Shrimp / Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Researcher, M.Sc. Student
   Journal Name: DNA Repair / Publisher: Elsevier
   Notes: Top 10% (SJR)

   Department: Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Researcher
   Journal Name: Communications in Algebra / Publisher: Taylor & Francis
   Notes: Gold OA

   Department: Centre of Excellence in Mathematics / Mathematics
   Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Staff, Ph.D. Student
   Journal Name: Comptes Rendus Mecanique / Publisher: Elsevier
   Notes: Hybrid OA

Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Adjunct Researcher
Journal Name: Comptes Rendus Mecanique / Publisher: Elsevier
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 1.029 / Category: Mechanics (with median IF = 1.652) - Q3
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 37 / SNIP: 0.825 / SJR: 0.446 / Category: Materials Science (miscellaneous)
Notes: Hybrid OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, M.Sc. Student
Journal Name: Southeast Asian Journal of Sciences / Publisher: Southeast Asian Journal of Sciences
Journal Metrics: -
Notes: Delayed OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Mathematics / Publisher: MDPI
Notes: Gold OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
Notes: Gold OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff
Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
Notes: Gold OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff
Journal Name: Boundary Value Problems / Publisher: SpringerOpen
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.819 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q2
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 22 / SNIP: 0.754 / SJR: 0.556 / Category: Algebra and Number Theory
Notes: Gold OA


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Advances in Difference Equations / Publisher: SpringerOpen
Journal Metrics: Indexed in WOS: Impact Factor = 0.335 / Category: Mathematics (with median IF = 0.644) - Q4
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 28 / SNIP: 0.703 / SJR: 0.534 / Category: Applied Mathematics
Notes: Gold OA, Faculty name not mentioned in address


Department: Mathematics
Author's Status: Academic Staff, Ph.D. Student
Journal Name: Mathematical and Computational Applications / Publisher: MDPI
Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 19 / SJR: 0.254 / Category: Engineering (miscellaneous)
Notes: Gold OA

**Journal Name**: North American Actuarial Journal / Publisher: Taylor & Francis

Indexed in Scopus: h indexed = 29 / SNIP: 0.637 / SJR: 0.580 / Category: Economics and Econometrics

Number of papers sorted by Author name.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Author</th>
<th>No. of Papers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Berdinsky D</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosuwana N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bunwong K</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lenbury Y</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orankitjaroen S</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phewchean N</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rattanakul C</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sanh NV</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Satiracoo P</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawangtong W</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suwandechochai R</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiensuwan M</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zhang Y</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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